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Abstract
In a number of water alcohols solutions the surface tension is an increasing function of
temperature. Such mixtures are generally referred as self-rewetting fluids because convection
driven by a reverse Marangoni effect is direct from cold to hot region along liquid-vapour
interface. Within two phase heat transfer device, like heat pipes, liquid condensed is
spontaneously driven to the hot evaporator improving the thermal performances and
increasing the maximum heat flux. The research activities focused on numerical simulation
and experimental laboratory for thermal characterization of heat pipe filled with self-rewetting
fluids. Measurements of thermo-physical properties, in particular surface tension, have been
carried out for several binary and ternary mixtures. A comparison between heat pipe filled
ordinary and self-rewetting fluids has been carried out. Flow visualization of self-rewetting
fluids has been obtained using optical diagnostic systems.

KEYWORDS: Heat Pipe, Marangoni Effect, Self-rewetting fluid, Microgravity
Experiment, Interferometry.
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Preface

Preface
This work has been developed during the last three years and it is now presented in the
form of final dissertation in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. in Aerospace
Engineering. The study focused on the self-rewetting fluids, i.e. fluids with unique surface
tension properties, as innovative working fluids for heat transfer applications. Self-rewetting
working fluids are water alcohols solution that exhibit a reverse Marangoni flow along a
liquid-vapor interface. When used as working fluid in two phase heat transfer device, such
heat pipes, Marangoni effect driving the liquid towards the hot side increasing the heat
transfer limit of the system.
Recently, heat pipe filled with innovative self-rewetting working fluid has been selected
for a heat transfer microgravity experiment on board micro-satellite. The main objective of
this work is the characterization of these solution when used as working fluid for heat transfer
applications.
In the first chapter an overview on self-rewetting fluids as innovative working fluid for
heat transfer applications is presented.
In the second chapter the architecture of a flight payload and the experimental procedure of
microgravity experiment have been defined. Preliminary thermal analysis has been carried out
to calculate the operative temperature of flight payload.
In the third chapter surface tension and contact angle measurements have been carried out
for both ordinary and self-rewetting fluid based on binary and ternary mixtures.
In fourth chapter a number of different on-ground activities have been carried out to
investigate the thermal performances of heat pipes filled with both ordinary and self-rewetting
working fluids.
The finally chapter is devoted to a deeper analysis of the behaviour of self-rewetting fluids
in a configuration quite similar to heat pipe applications using optical diagnostic systems.
I would like to express my deep appreciation to my tutor Prof. Raffaele Savino for his full
support and guidance throughout the course of these three years. I due my thanks to, Prof.
Stephan Van Vaerenbergh of Universitè Libre de Bruxelles and Prof. Luigi Carotenuto of
MARS center for their ever clear discussions.
I owe a great thank to Dr. Diego Paterna and Dr. Mario De Stefano Fumo for his valuable
help in this research effort and for their friendship. I would like also to thank my colleague of
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Ph.D. course, and friend, Roberto Di Paola for the collaboration in the many research
activities performed.
Thanks to Ada for the time spent together, Maria for correcting this thesis (and not only),
Tiziana for her love in Bruxelles, and Alessandra (wherever you are, I hope you're well).
I cannot forget to be grateful for the support at home provided by my family, which
allowed me to achieve this objective.

Anselmo Cecere
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1 Heat pipe & Self-rewetting fluids

1.1 Introduction
Heat pipes are self-contained heat transfer devices offering many advantage in electronic
cooling, air conditioning, thermal control of spacecraft and satellites, propulsion, power
generation, energy recovering, chemical engineering and other applications. By using the
latent heat of vaporization of a working fluid to transfer heat efficiently at a nearly constant
temperature, they are able to passively transfer several hundred times the amount of heat
energy compared to solid copper.
The development of heat pipe concept originally started with Perkins [1] who initially
proposed a concept of the working fluid only in one phase. The Perkins tube was the jumping
point for the development of the modern heat pipe, whose concept relied on a wicking system
to transport the liquid again the gravity and the condenser. Grover and his co-workers of the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory independently invented the concept in 1963 and built the
first prototypes [2]. Grover also coined the name "heat pipe" and stated: “with certain
limitations on the manner of use, a heat pipe can be regarded as a synergistic engineering
structure which is equivalent to a material having a thermal conductivity greatly exceeding
that of any known metal” .

1.2 Heat pipe: basically principle and application
The heat pipe device is an evacuated and hermetically sealed, straight or curved metal tube,
with an inner wick structure and a small amount of working fluid in equilibrium with its vapor
phase. When one end of the pipe is heated the liquid evaporates or boils absorbing the latent
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heat of vaporization. The hot vapour flows to the other side of the tube (at lower pressure and
temperature) where it is condensed back into liquid form; a heatsink or another cooling
system dissipates the released latent heat (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 - Heat pipe thermal cycle.

The recondensed liquid then flows back through the capillary wicking structure to the hot
end, resulting in a cyclic evaporation-condensation process. The vapour pressure drop
between the evaporator and the condenser is very small and, therefore, the boiling –
condensing cycle is essentially an isothermal process.
Since the latent heat of evaporation is usually very large (about 2.26 MJ/Kg for water), a
large amount of heat (several orders of magnitude larger than in conventional convective
systems with an equivalent temperature difference) can be transported with a very small
temperature difference and with small lightweight structures [4].
Today heat pipes are being studied for a wide variety of applications, covering almost the
complete spectrum of temperature encountered in heat transfer process. According to the
operating temperature ranges heat pipes are referred to as ―Cryogenic‖ (0 to 150 °K), ―Low
Temperature‖ (150 to 750 °K) and ―High Temperature‖ (750 to 3000 °K). This work cover
only heat pipe systems falling into the category ―Low temperature heat pipes‖. Figure 1.2
show some typical applications of heat pipes technology [5].
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Figure 1.2 - Heat pipe applications

In general, because their low-height, zero-maintenance, reliability and high efficiency, heat
pipes are used in all heat transfer applications were, due to the requirement of high efficiency
and compact size, thermal management is a critical factor and directly influence cost,
reliability and performances. Mobil PC‘s system, micro-electronic system cooling, gas turbine
are some typical application of heat pipes technology.
In particular, heat pipe are extensively used from the aerospace designers to solve the everpresent temperature control problems on spacecraft and satellite [6]. Their principal function
is to transport heat from dissipative equipment to radiative panels. The common working fluid
is ammonia as its operational temperature is well suited to space applications (-40, 80 °C).
Space environment demands that heat pipes respond to particular features:


high thermal conductivity;



lightweight and compact design;



uniform temperature;



autonomous and reliable concept with no maintenance.
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Typical heat pipe performance for space application‘s are listed in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1 Typical heat pipe performance for space application’s
Diameters (𝑚𝑚)
Lengths (𝑚)
Linear mass (𝑔/𝑚)
Heat Transport capacity (𝑊 𝑚)
Maximum heat flux density (𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 )
Operating temperature range
Life time (years)
Diameters (𝑚𝑚)
Lengths (𝑚)
Linear mass (𝑔/𝑚)

(8 – 25)
0.25 – 4
350/670
50/600
3/10
-40, 80
15/20
(8 – 25)
0.25 – 4
350/670

Future missions will require extended heat pipe performances, in particular improvement
of the heat transport capacity of at least 15% - 30% and the extension of the maximum
operating temperature range to 150°C.
Other type of heat pipe are also manufactured. Flat heat [7] pipe and flexible heat pipe [8]
have advantage and drawbacks‘ respect to the classical cylindrical geometry. For instance,
for the flat heat pipe the increased in surface area to volume ratio maximize power density but
the thermal resistance increases as the heat pipe becomes more flat, thereby tending to reduce
thermal performances. Flexible heat pipes allow for misalignment between heat source and
heat sink and can be successfully employed in presence of oscillations and vibrations.
Furthermore, flexible systems can be very useful in some applications where relative motion
is required (e.g. between movable portions of computers, such as base section and a LCD
display of a laptop).
Capillary pumped loop (CPL) and the loop heat pipe (LHP) have been developed to obtain
higher pumping capability over long distances at any orientation in a gravitational field or at
low-gravity conditions [9-10]. CPLs and LHPs are very similar devices, and in fact represent
two extremes out of a spectrum of design possibilities. Instabilities for CPLs and LHPs have
demonstrated a deleterious effect on their heat transport capacity and the mechanisms leading
to instability are unknown [11]. Obviously, the instability of CPLs and LHPs is one of the
major concerns in space applications. The undesirable behavior of the LHPs, such as
temperature hysteresis and temperature overshoot during startup, are also serious concerns for
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LHPs in space applications. However, both will continue to find applications in space
missions [12].

1.3 Operative limit of heat pipe system
The simplest heat pipe is a cylindrical straight pipe which is easy to fabricate and has a low
cost of production. Basically, the system include:
1) a container (sealed and vacuum);
2) a wick or capillary structure;
3) a working fluid.
The wick structure, responsible for the return of the liquid to the evaporator, can be
homogeneous (axial grove, arterial groove, etc.) or composite (screen mesh, wire, etc.), Figure
1.3 illustrates common wicking structure presently in use for heat pipe technology.

Figure 1.3 - Some typical heat pipe wick structure: homogenous (a-c), composite (d-f).
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Each wick structure has advantages and drawbacks, see Table 1-2.

Table 1-2 Propriety of wick materials
Wicking material
Axial groove
Screen mesh
Fine fiber
Sintetering (powered)

Conductivity
(straight)
Good
Average
Poor
Average

Overcome
gravity
Poor
Average
Good
Excellent

Thermal
resistance
Low
Average
High
High

Stability
Good
Average
Poor
Average

Conductivity
lost
Average
Low
Average
High

The temperature range, generally between the triple point and the critical point of the
working fluid, determine the choice of the working liquid. The main requirements for a
suitable working fluid are compatibility with the materials forming wick and envelope wall,
good thermal stability, wettability of wick and wall materials, an operating vapor pressure that
is not too high or low over the operating temperature range, high latent heat, high thermal
conductivity, low liquid and vapor viscosities, high surface tension and acceptable freezing
point.
The container must be lightweight, compatible with the working fluid and must exhibit
good thermal conductivity.
Although heat pipe performances and operation are strongly dependent on shape, working
fluid and wick structure the fundamental phenomena that governs the operation arises from
difference in capillarity pressure across the liquid vapour-interface in the evaporator and
condenser . In most of the applications, a serious constraint is the reduction of heat transport
capabilities when the condenser is located below the evaporator in a gravitational field, or
when the heat pipes are used in low-gravity conditions. The amount of heat exchange that a
heat pipe can handle is related to the ability of the condensate liquid layer to counter flow the
vaporization process.
For wicked heat pipes the capillary pressure due to the wick structure is responsible for
stable working fluid circulation and sets an operational limit with respect to the total pressure
drop. When this capillary pressure is not sufficient to promote the flow of liquid from the
condenser to the evaporator, the hat pipe is said to have reached his capillarity limit and dryout of the evaporator occurs.
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The net capillary pressure drop between the evaporator and condenser section must be
greater than the summation of all the pressure losses occurring throughout the liquid and
vapor flow paths [4]:
Δpc
where Δpc

m

m

≥ Δpv + Δpl + Δp⊥ + Δp∥

(1.1)

is the maximum capillary pressure difference generated within capillary

wicking structure between evaporator and condenser section, Δpv and Δpl are the sum of
inertial and viscous pressure drops occurring in vapor and liquid phase respectively and Δp⊥
and Δp∥ are the normal and axial hydrostatic pressure drop.
As the heat transfer rate increases the pressure losses in the system increase due to the
larger flow rate. The surface temperature at the evaporator section gradually raises, while the
outer surface temperature at the condenser section declines. When the capillary pressure is no
longer greater than all the pressure gradients across the liquid-vapor path, the liquid layer
dries out at the source of heat and the temperature rises immediately at unacceptable values.
The available capillary pressure-pumping head is:

Δpc

m

=

2σ cos ϑ
ref

(1.2)

where σ is the surface tension of the working fluid, ref is the effective pore radius of the
wick, ϑ is the effective contact angle, which should be the dynamic contact angle and its value
changes with the heat load at the evaporator section. So, the available capillary pressurepumping head is a function of the surface tension and contact angle of the working fluid that
is consequently a key factor for the capillary limit of all heat pipe systems.
During steady-state operation, several other mechanisms can limit the maximum amount of
heat that a particular heat pipe can transfer [13]. Among these are the viscous limit, sonic
limit, entrainment limit and boiling limit. The viscous limit deal with the pressure drops
occurring in the vapor phase. The sonic limit results from the occurrence of choked flow in
the vapor passage, while the entrainment limit is due to the high liquid vapor shear stress
developed as the vapor passes in a counterflow direction over the liquid-satured wick. The
boiling limit is reached when the heat flux applied in the evaporator portion is so high that
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nucleate boiling occurs in the evaporator wick. This create vapor bubbles that partially block
the return of fluid and may ultimately lead to a premature dry-out.
Other question regarding the use of heat pipe filling with water in cold ambient. In fact,
basically, water, having a large evaporation latent heat and a high surface tension is used in
many cases in which heat pipes must operate at moderate temperatures. As a result, in cold
climates, the working fluid may freeze when the heat pipe is not under operation.

1.4 Marangoni effect
Marangoni convection arises when there is a variation in the surface tension along a liquid
surface. It produces motion from regions of low surface tension towards those at high surface
tension (see Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4 – Scheme of interface between two immiscible fluids

Marangoni convection can play an important role in many processes involving a nonisothermal interface. For instance, in industrial processes, Marangoni convection reinforces or
competes against the normal buoyancy-induced convection. It is very important to analyze
accurately the effects of their joint interactions in ground-based processes [14]. Microgravity
is a tool well suited for the careful and accurate study of the surface-tension-induced
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phenomena that are very difficult to isolate in terrestrial laboratories, and where they are
disturbed, even shielded, by gravity effects.
Marangoni flow are caused at liquid-fluid interface by an imbalance of the surface tension.
The imbalance may be caused by non-uniformities, along the interface, of the parameters on
which the interface tension depend. For a binary mixture, the main parameters on which
surface tension depend are the composition and the temperature. In a linear approximation the
surface tension variation 𝜕𝜍/𝜕𝑥 along the interface is related to the temperature and specie
concentrations by [15]:

𝜕𝜍
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑐
= 𝜍𝑇
+ 𝜍𝑐
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥

(1.3)

So, the Marangoni flow can be the result of concentration and/or temperature gradients.
Usually the effect is called solutal Marangoni effect in the case of concentration gradient and
thermo-capillary effect in the case of thermal gradient.
In a heat pipe system this effect has show to be detrimental because that surface tension
gradients may result in thermo-capillary stresses reducing the wettability of the liquid [16-17].
The experimental results show that heating retards the spreading process by creating thermocapillary flows and increases the contact angle. These effects arise from the negative-gradient
relation of the surface tension with temperature. For most common liquids, including water,
the surface tension decreases as temperature increases, and therefore, the liquid body moves
towards the region of colder temperature preventing liquid spreading on heated substrates. As
a result, the available capillary-pressure pumping-head decreases as the operating temperature
of heat pipe increases. For instance, based on Eq. (1.2), the following equation can be derived:
∂Δpc
2
∂σ 2σ
∂ϑ
=
cos ϑ
−
sin ϑ
∂T
ref
∂T ref
∂T

(1.4)

Because of a negative value of ∂σ/ ∂T and a positive value of ∂ϑ/ ∂T, the left side of
equation is negative, meaning a decrease of the available capillary-pressure-pumping head
when the temperature at the evaporator is increased.
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Recent efforts have been made to try to enhance heat transfer capabilities through
Marangoni effects using binary mixtures [18-19]. A classification of the binary mixtures
based on the surface tension behavior has been disclosed in Ref. [20], see Table 1-3.

Table 1-3 Classification of fluids from surface tension behavior.

𝜕𝜍
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝜍
𝜕𝑐

Single

Negative

Positive

component

Mixtures

Mixtures

<0

<0

<0

>0

-

<0

>0

>0

Self-Rewetting

Generally, a number of different solution with different concentration can be used. For
what are termed positive mixtures, the surface tension of the more volatile component is
smaller than that of the less volatile component. The Marangoni forces due to a solutal
Marangoni effect tend to draw liquid toward the heated surface, resulting in a flow opposite to
the thermo-capillary convection for an upward facing heater.
Self-rewetting fluids are particularly solution that allow a reverse Marangoni flow due both
to thermo-capillary and solutal Marangoni effect. This liquid will be analyzed in detail in the
next paragraphs.

1.5 Self-rewetting working fluid based on Marangoni effect
In general, for all the working fluids used in conventional heat pipes (pure liquids), the
surface tension is a decreasing function of the temperature (  T <0) and this has been shown to
be detrimental, because surface motions due to a surface temperature gradient are directed
toward the cold regions of the surface, which may be unfavorable for the return of the liquid
to the evaporator.
In Ref. [21-25] the use of very dilute alcohol solutions dilute with a high number of carbon
atoms (number of carbons atoms > 4) such as butanol, pentanol, exanol, heptanol or octanol,
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that, according to previous works [26-27], exhibit an anomalous dependency of the surface
tension with temperature in some ranges of concentrations, has been proposed as innovative
working fluid for heat pipe applications. A patent along this line has been also disclosed [28].
For dilute aqueous solutions of these alcohols, so called self-rewetting fluids, the surface
tension, as a function of the temperature, goes through a minimum and there is a range of
temperature in which the surface tension increases as shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 - Surface tension behaviour and anomalous Marangoni effect in Self-Rewetting
fluids.

Therefore, in presence of liquid systems with interfaces and temperature gradients, it is
expected to observe surface flows directed from the cold to the hot regions, for temperatures
higher than that of the minimum of the surface tension. In addition, since these solutions are
in non-azeotropic compositions, alcohol-rich composition preferentially evaporates in the
course of liquid/vapor phase change. The surface tension gradient along the liquid-vapour
interface, caused by both temperature and concentration gradients, is therefore expected to
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spontaneously transport liquid toward hot spot or dry patch on heater surfaces (see Figure
1.6).

Figure 1.6 - Marangoni effect at liquid vapor interface.

The expression ―self-rewetting fluid‖ comes from such particular surface tension-oriented
liquid behaviour.

1.6 A review on the experimental result of self-rewetting heat pipes
Although the basic aspects of the Marangoni effect are clear, its influence in heat pipes still
needs for a more realistic mathematical model and corresponding experimental research. In
fact, the role of surface tension becomes dominant in heat and mass transfer processes
decreasing the Bond number, i.e. under microgravity conditions and/or reducing the systems
size. In these processes, however, surface tension-driven flow has not drawn much attention
from the heat transfer point of view, probably due to the fact that the direction of
thermocapillary flow is normally directed from interface regions at higher temperature
towards lower temperature regions. If the direction of the flow becomes inverse, as in the case
of ―self-rewetting‖ fluids or a positive mixtures, the situation can be drastically changed.
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Preliminary microgravity experiments in wickless heat pipes were performed in a drop
tower in Japan [29-32], using a water–ethanol solution as working fluid (positive mixture) in
place of distilled water. In this paper the authors focused their attention in the rewetting
problem of the evaporator in wickless heat pipes filled with ethanol/water mixture, so that the
evaporation of the more volatile component (ethanol) in the evaporator area could induce a
solutal Marangoni flow for the evaporator liquid-supply into wickless heat pipes.
The results pointed out that the condensed liquid in the condenser section is turned back
more to the heating section when the ethanol concentration is relatively low. These results
could be explained by the Marangoni effect induced by concentration gradients.
The great advantage of self-rewetting fluids is represented by the possibility to develop in
the course of liquid/vapour phase change a surface tension gradient driven flow, induced by
both temperature and alcohol concentration gradient, direct from the cold region, where liquid
condensates, to the hot region (see Figure 1.7) [33].

Figure 1.7 - Surface tension gradient driven flow directed from cold side to hot side.
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The anticipated behaviour of self-rewetting fluids was indeed studied theoretically and
numerically in Ref [34-35]. The strong liquid inflow due to reverse Marangoni flow should
enhance the capillary pressure head expected with ordinary working fluids and increase the
capillarity limit.
A number of research activity has been conducted in recent years to study the behaviour of
self rewetting fluids in heat pipe systems [36-38]. Experiments on the thermal performance of
wicked tubular heat pipes in horizontal configuration have provided the following
experimental evidence: 1) Dryout limit is appreciable, up to 70%, and is increased by the
substitution of self-rewetting fluids for water, the most conventional working fluid; 2) thermal
performance of self-rewetting fluid heat pipes is fairly uniform with the same specifications
compared with that of water heat pipes.
One of the most interesting applications of these studies is the use of self-rewetting fluids
in wickless heat pipes under reduced gravity conditions. The particular surface tension
characteristics of self-rewetting fluids allow for an enhancement of spontaneous liquid
circulation driven by the Marangoni effect due to only thermo-capillary and concentration
gradient.
In Ref. [39] a comparative study of heat pipes with different self-rewetting working fluids
under microgravity conditions has been carried out during the 45th ESA parabolic flight
campaign. A review on the experimental results fluids is also described in references [40].
Figure 1.8 compares the IR images taken in normal gravity and in low gravity for a power
P=12W for two copper wickless heat pipe. The heat pipe on the left is filled with water and
the other is filled with aqueous alcohol solution [41].
In the case of the water heat pipe the temperature in the evaporation region appreciably
increases in low gravity (and correspondingly the temperature of the condenser decreases). In
contrast to this, the temperature distribution of the heat pipe filled with the binary mixture is
almost the same in normal gravity and in reduced gravity and its temperature distribution is
more uniform. The temperature is almost constant along the adiabatic region of the heat pipe
filled with the alcohol solution. On the contrary, the temperature decay along the heat pipe
filled with water confirms that dry-out conditions are reached and that the heat pipe is less
efficient.
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Figure 1.8 - Infrared images of the wickless heat pipes filled with water and binary mixture in
normal gravity and low gravity, P = 12W.

The following advantages can be envisaged in comparison with conventional heat pipes
with ordinary liquids (e.g. water):


better thermal performances, in comparison to conventional heat pipes with
capillary structures or axial grooves, filled with ordinary liquids (larger heat
fluxes and lower thermal resistance);



identification of liquid solutions with relatively low freezing point (compared to
water), able to extend the performances of conventional ammonia-based heat
pipes for space applications;



possibility to use different materials for the heat pipe structure which are not
compatible with ammonia but compatible with the selected self-rewetting liquids;



possibility to develop simple, innovative wickless heat pipes for space
applications;



development of thin lightweight heat pipes;



development of flexible heat pipes to be used for inflatable and deployable ultralight weight radiator panels.
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This preliminary result have show the potentiality of self-rewetting fluid under
microgravity conditions. A dedicated experiment is in preparation to be carried out on board
an Italian microsatellite as a microgravity platform.
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2

Marangoni heat pipe: An experiment on

board of the MIOsat Italian microsatellite

2.1 Introduction
MIOsat is a technological and scientific mission based on microsatellite. The main payload
is represented by optical instruments for earth observation; however other three small
technological experiments have to be integrated in the satellite. Among them, MIOsat will
host a dedicated payload to investigate innovative heat pipes filled with self-rewetting fluid to
be operated in space under a microgravity environment.
In this chapter a preliminary definition of the flight payload and the experimental
procedure have been defined. Preliminary thermal analyses has been carried out to calculate
the operative temperature of the flight payload.

2.2 MIOsat mission
MIOSAT (―Mssione Ottica su microSATellite‖) is a low-cost technological / scientific
mission for Earth Observation founded by the Italian Space Agency (ASI). The spacecraft is a
microsatellite weighting around 120kg embarking three innovative optical instruments
(ALISEO multi spectral radiometer,

Mach-Zehender micro-interferometer, and an high

resolution panchromatic camera with a deployable telescope). Figure 2.1 show a picture of
MIOsat mission.
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Figure 2.1- MIOsat mission

MIOSAT phase B is current ongoing and the launch is scheduled for 2012 on a Vega
launch vehicle from Kourou. In Table 2-1 are listed the main orbital parameter of MIOsat
mission.

Table 2-1 MIOsat orbital parameters
Altitude
Eccentricity
Inclination
Anomaly of ascendant node
9:30 - 10:30 a.m. local time
Orbit
Expected life-time
Size
Mass
Power

500 Km
0
97,4065°
10:30 local hour
9:30 - 10:30 a.m. local time
polar, sun-synchronous
2-3 years
1m x 1m x 1m
Less than 120 Kg
Less than 150 W
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MIOSAT satellite will be placed along a sun-synchronous circular LEO orbit, at about 520
km of altitude. The satellite is designed for an operational lifetime of three years. Details on
MIOSAT mission and system architecture are given in Ref. [42].
MIOSAT mission has a technological and application objective. Since MIOsat mission has
application objectives related to Earth Observation as primary aim (such hydrology and costal
resources, cartography, support to Environmental Management in case of natural disasters,
etc.), the mission will envisage to demonstrate the feasibility of technologies that have never
been flown before on low earth orbit microsatellites. In particular, the satellite will embark
three technological experiments to be tested on-orbit. The experiments are:
1) Mini Sun Sensor based on COTS components, in CMOS technology
2) Reprogrammable GPS/Galileo receiver based on SDR techniques.
3) Heat pipe experiment: an heat transfer experiment on self rewetting fluid.
Two attitude configuration are provided for the satellite: a nadir pointing attitude, during
this time will be active the main payload of satellite; a sun pointing attitude which will give
the possibility to test the three technological payload.

2.3 Marangoni heat pipe experiment
Marangoni heat pipe is a microgravity experiment on heat pipe filled with innovative selfrewetting working fluid [43]. The primary goals of the experiment are:
1) investigate on the thermal performances of heat pipe filled with self-rewetting fluid in
microgravity environment; in particular to show the advantages related to the reverse
Marangoni effect, typical of suitable liquid mixtures with surface tension increasing with
temperature (self-rewetting fluids);
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2) test an innovative flexible, inflatable and deployable ultra-light weight radiator panel in
laminated/polyimide filled with self-rewetting fluid in space ambient.
For this purpose, a number of heat pipes will be manufactured with a conventional metallic
structure (copper or aluminium) and will be filled with ordinary and innovative working
fluids. One of them will be selected as reference heat pipe and charged with water or
ammonia, representing the most common working fluids used in terrestrial or space heat
pipes. The other heat pipes will be charged with binary or multi-component self-rewetting
solutions with particular surface tension properties.
The experiments will be conducted in parallel on several heat pipes to carry out
quantitative comparisons between the performances of the reference heat pipe and those
having the same geometry and structure, but filled with self-rewetting fluids.
Furthermore, the comparison between the thermal performances between on-ground and at
microgravity condition will give information on the behaviour of self-rewetting fluid in
microgravity environment.
The most attractive benefit of the applications of self-rewetting fluids to space thermal
management should be the realization of ―wickless‖ heat pipes. The particular surface tension
characteristics of self-rewetting fluids allow for an enhancement of spontaneous liquid
circulation driven by the Marangoni effect due to only thermo-capillary and concentration
gradient. The concept of wickless heat pipe cab extended to an advanced light-weight flexible,
inflatable and deployable heat pipe radiator concept [44]. A number of light weight flexible
heat pipe radiator concepts have been presented in past decades, but only wickless structure
enables one to reduce the weight drastically and realize the concept. This innovative concept
will be tested for the first time on board MIOsat satellite.

2.3.1 Layout of the experimental payload
A preliminary definition of the MIOsat flight heat pipe experiment has been carried out
during the phase A/B of the MIOsat program. Figure 2.2 shows a view of the experimental
payload that will fly on board of the satellite.
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Figure 2.2 - View of the experimental heat pipe payload on board the MIOsat satellite

Heat will be supplied by cartridge heaters at the evaporator sections and dissipated at the
condenser sections composed by aluminum radiators, whose frontal area is 15x6 cm2. A high
conductivity paste between the heat pipe and the condenser/evaporator sections will optimize
the thermal contact between pipe and radiator. In order to maximize the power radiated by the
radiators, a thin coat of white paint suitable for space applications will be applied over their
surface.
A teflon fixing block as well as insulating washers will minimize the heat loss caused by
the heat fluxes exchange between the payload and the satellite. A number of thin thermistors
will be used to measure the temperature distribution along each heat pipe, from the evaporator
to the condenser.
Figure 2.3 shows a possible accommodation of the experimental payload on the satellite.
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Solar panel of
the MIOsat
satellite

Teflon insulator

Heat pipes Radiators

Marangoni Heat Pipe
Payload

Figure 2.3 - Possible accommodation of heat pipes experimental payload.

The heat pipes radiators protrude outside from the back face of the satellite. Since the
payload is located behind the satellite solar panels, it always looks at the deep vacuum or at
earth during the orbit. Therefore it is always cooled at very low temperature, before heaters
activation. An additional thin foil kapton heater will be located in the condenser section to
warm up the pipe temperature before the experiment execution.

2.3.2 Experimental procedure
The heat pipe experiment will be operated continuously for three orbital periods per day
when the satellite is in sun-pointing attitude. The data will be stored by the On Board Data
Handling (OBDH) and down linked to ground after the end of each experimental run during
the following orbits in S-band. The overall data packet size comes out to be 10 Mbits.
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The heat pipe performances will be evaluated measuring the temperatures distributions
along two heat pipes simultaneously powered. The power shall be the same for both heat
pipes, and shall be controlled for the whole period with a tolerance 0.5 Watt around the
setting value, in the range 0 - 50 Watt.
The power levels and heat pipes will be selected by the investigator from ground and the
commands sent to the satellite using telecommands arranged in a time-tagged table that the
OBDH stores and sends to the payload. At the experiment activation, the OBDH must be able
to control the warm-up temperature and activate the additional heater if one of the
temperature of the selected heat pipes is below a TBD set temperature (in the range between
10 and 30°C) value. The OBDH will keep active that additional heater until all temperature
readings of the selected heat pipes exceed this value (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 - Experimental procedure of heat pipes experiment

Then, OBDH has to switch-off the additional heater. Eventually the additional heater can
be switched off if it is still active after a certain time and no warm up has been fully reached.
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2.4 Thermal analyses
Marangoni heat pipe payload will be accommodate on the external surface of the MIOsat
satellite (see Figure 2.3), so the operative temperature of the payload depend on the condition
of the external environment. Preliminary thermal analyses have been carried out to calculate
the operative temperature of the payload during the experiment.
MIOSAT will move on a sun-synchronous orbit, the major characteristic of a sunsynchronous orbit is that the inclination between sunrays and orbit plane is constant (Figure
2.5), so it is always possible to know how much sun illumination meets with each satellite‘s
wall during its orbital motion.

Figure 2.5 - Sun-synchronous orbit of the MIOsat satellite.

Because of the local hour at the ascending node is 10.30 a.m., the angle between the right
ascension of the ascending node (𝛺) and the right ascension of the Sun (𝛼) is π/8. This value
is constant during the time.
Thermal analysis has been carried out for both the attitude configuration of the MIOsat
satellite using a simplified scheme. The microsatellite has been considerate as a cubic block,
one of the six face is the solar panel of the satellite that obscure the other face when the
satellite is in sun-pointing attitude. Figure 2.6 show a scheme of the two considered attitude
configurations.
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Figure 2.6 - MIOsat orbital attitude. a) nadir pointing attitude, b) sun pointing attitude.

When satellite is sun pointed, his solar panel is perpendicular to solar rays; when satellite is
nadir pointed, one of his walls is constantly perpendicular to nadir direction.
The heat pipes will be put on one of the internal walls, parallel to it, so only radiators are
exhibited to external environment. Transient thermal analyses have been carried out for heat
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pipe radiator by using a lumped approach. Table 2-2 summarizes the optical and thermal
properties of heat pipe radiator used in analysis.

Table 2-2 Thermal and optical property of heat pipe radiator.
Density

Specific heat

Emissivity

Absorbance

𝝆 (𝑲𝒈/𝒎^𝟑 )

𝑪𝒑 (𝒋 𝑲𝒈𝑲)

𝜺𝑰𝑹

𝜶𝑺

2700

929

0.975

0.214

The white painting foreseen in the space payload will guarantee a relative high emissivity
in the infrared spectrum and a relatively low absorbance in visible range.
The reference equation for the thermal balance is [45-46]:
𝑑𝑇

𝑚𝑐 𝑑𝑡 = −𝜀𝐼𝑅 𝜍2𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐷 𝑇 4 + 𝑄

(2.1)

Where 𝜍 is the constant of Stefan-Boltzmann (in this work has been indicated with the
symbol 𝜍 to distinguish from the surface tension),  IR the infrared emissivity, Arad the area of
the heat pipe radiator, and Q the instantaneous power stored by the radiator.
Since the satellite will move on LEO orbit the main heat sources are:
1) solar radiation:
𝑄𝑆𝑈𝑁 = 𝐺𝑆 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐷 𝛼𝑆 𝜃𝑆

(2.2)

where S is the angle between surface radiator and Sun and GS is the solar constant
(𝐺𝑆 = 1423 𝑊 𝑚2 ).
2) albedo; is the sun radiation reflected by the earth.
𝑄𝐴𝐿𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑂 = 𝐺𝑆 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐷 𝛼𝑆 𝜃𝑆 𝐾𝐴

(2.3)
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K A is the albedo factor (𝐾𝐴 = 0,3).

3) infrared earth emissivity; the earth has been modeled as a black body at 280K. The
power stored by radiator is:
𝑄𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 = 𝐹𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 𝜀𝐼𝑅 𝜍2𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐷 𝑇 4

(2.4)

where FEARTH is the earth factor of view between the Earth and surface radiator.
In addition, the power exchanged between the payload and the satellite has been evaluated
considering the wall of the satellite, with a temperature of 210K, perpendicular to one of the
wall radiator:
𝑄𝑃𝐴𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃𝐴𝑅 𝐴𝑅𝐴𝐷 𝜀𝐼𝑅 𝜍𝑇 4

(2.5)

The instantaneous power stored during the eclipse period is:
𝑄 = 𝑄𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 + 𝑄𝑃𝐴𝑅 + 𝑄𝑆𝑃

(2.6)

and:
𝑄 = 𝑄𝑆𝑈𝑁 + 𝑄𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 + 𝑄𝑆𝑈𝑁 + 𝑄𝐴𝐿𝐵𝐸𝐷𝑂 + 𝑄𝑆𝑃

(2.7)

during the no eclipse period. In this equation has been included the power dissipated by
radiator towards the deep space (𝑄𝑆𝑃 ).
The 𝑄 variation depends on orbital motion, too. In fact, during the no eclipsed period 𝑄𝑆𝑈𝑁
can be zero if the considered satellite wall doesn‘t see the Sun. The same can happen for
𝑄𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 or 𝑄𝐴𝐿𝐵𝐸𝐷𝑂 if the wall is opposite to the Earth. So it‘s important to analyze how the
Sun‘s and Earth‘s factor of view change during the orbital motion.
The Sun‘s factor of view is cos S , where  S is the angle between the solar rays direction
and the normal to the considered wall. The Earth‘s factor of view depends on the solid angle
through which wall sees the Earth. It‘s algebraic expression is:
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𝐹𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 =

1
𝐴𝑊𝐴𝐿𝐿

𝐴𝑊𝐴𝐿𝐿

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙1 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙2
𝑑𝐴𝑊𝐴𝐿𝐿 𝑑𝐴𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻
𝜋𝑟 2

(2.8)

where AWall is the area of the wall radiator and A Earth is the area of the Earth‘s section seen
by the wall.
Two particular conditions have been evaluated: wall parallel to nadir direction and wall
perpendicular to nadir direction. The Earth‘s factor of view has been calculated numerically
for both cases, the obtained values are:
1) Wall parallel to nadir direction: FEarth  0,27
2) Wall perpendicular to nadir direction: FEarth  0,86
In the case of the power exchanged between the payload and the satellite the factor of view
is 𝐹𝑆𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐿𝐿𝐼𝑇𝐸 = 0,27. Equation (2.1) has been solved numerically by a fourth order Runge–
Kutta method.
Below the mean temperature are analyzed for the two attitude configuration.

2.4.1 Nadir pointing configuration
During this time will be active the optical payload of the satellite and the experiment is
switch off. Figure 2.7 show the prospective and lateral views of the orbital motion when the
satellite is in nadir pointing attitude.
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Figure 2.7 – Orbital scheme for the nadir pointing attitude. a) prospective view, b) lateral
view.

In this case the radiator surface is constantly perpendicular to the earth during the orbit so
the earth factor of view is 0,27. The sun factor of view depend on the orbital motion by the
relationship:
𝜋
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜗𝑆 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡
8
where  is the angular frequency of the orbital motion:

(2.9)
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𝜔=

2𝜋
𝑟𝑎𝑑
= 0.0011
𝑇
𝑠𝑒𝑐

(2.10)

The temperature changes of radiator are show in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8- Temperature of the heat pipe radiator during the nadir pointing attitude.

The calculated mean temperature and fluctuations are: 𝑇 = 303 °𝐾; 𝛥𝑇 = ± 24 °𝐾. The
large value of temperature fluctuations is due to the orbital motion. When the satellite exit
from the eclipse period the heat pipe radiator is directly invested by solar radiation, so the
temperature rapidly increase.
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2.4.2 Sun pointing attitude
When the satellite has a sun pointing attitude the mean temperature decreases because solar
panel obscures all the other satellite sub-systems, so the heat pipes don‘t absorb solar energy.
Figure 2.9 shows the simplified orbital problem scheme.

Figure 2.9 - Orbital scheme for the sun pointing attitude. a) prospective, b) lateral view.

Due to orbital motion the variation of earth factor of view is very complex. The earth
factor of view is 0,86 when the radiator is perpendicular to nadir direction (𝜔𝑡 = 0 and
𝜔𝑡 = 𝜋) and is 0,27 ∗ 2 when the is parallel to the nadir direction (𝜔𝑡 = 𝜋/2).
To simplify the calculation the following interpolating law has been employed:
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𝐹𝐸𝐴𝑅𝑇𝐻 = 0.54 + 0.32 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔𝑡

(2.11)

Figure 2.10 show the variation of earth factor view during the orbital motion.
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Figure 2.10 – Variation of earth factor of view during sun pointing attitude.

Figure 2.11 show the transient temperature of heat pipe radiator when the satellite is in the
nadir pointing attitude.
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Figure 2.11 - Temperature of the heat pipe radiator during the sun pointing attitude.

The calculated mean temperature and fluctuations are: 𝑇 = 251 °𝐾; 𝛥𝑇 = ± 6.

2.5 Conclusion
The following table summarizes the results of thermal analysis:

Table 2-3 Mean temperature and fluctuation for the two orbital configuration.
Attitude configuration
Nadir pointing attitude
Sun pointing attitude

Mean Temperature
303K
251K

Fluctuation
+-24K
+-6K
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If satellite has a nadir pointing attitude, the heat pipes have always a mean temperature
major of 0 °𝐶, so the working fluid is always liquid. Instead, if satellite has sun pointing
attitude, heat pipes have a mean temperature less than 0 °𝐶, so fluid is completely frozen.
Research activities pointed out to find new self-rewetting working fluids that above a selfrewetting behaviour has a lower freezing point (i.e. self-rewetting brines).
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3 Surface tension measurements

3.1 Surface tension and wettability
Surface tension is a property of liquids arising from unbalanced molecular cohesive forces
at or near the surface. Let us first consider a free surface, for example that between air and
water (Figure 3.1). A water molecule in the fluid bulk is surrounded by attractive neighbours,
while a molecule at the surface is attracted by a reduced number of neighbours and so in an
energetically unfavourable state [47]. The creation of new surface is thus energetically costly,
and a fluid system will act to minimize surface areas (it is thus that small fluid bodies tend to
evolve into spheres)

Figure 3.1 – Molecular interaction at liquid-air interface

Phenomenologically, surface tension, can be considered a force, directed tangentially to the
surface, that act to contract the liquid surface. Surface tension, represented by symbol 𝜍, has
the dimension of force per unit length, or of energy per unit area. The two term are equivalent
but normally when referring to energy per unit of area, the term is surface energy which is a
more general term in the sense that it applies also to solids and not just liquids.
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A number of different technique has been developed to measure the surface tension. Two
main category can be considered: surface shape method (sessile drop and pedant drop), and
capillary pressure method. Details on the different technique are given in Ref. [15].
To completely understating the phenomena that govern the capillarity is necessary to
understating not only the interaction between the liquid and vapour regime but also the
interactions occurring at boundary between the solid and liquid regions and the solid and the
vapour regions. When a liquid is in contact with a solid surface, molecules in the liquid
adjacent to the solid will experience forces from the molecules of the solid in addition to the
forces from other molecules in the liquid. Depending on whether these solid/liquid forces are
attractive or repulsive, the liquid/solid surface will curve upwards or downwards, as indicated
in Figure 3.2b). The two best known examples of attractive and repulsive forces, respectively,
are water and mercury. Where the forces are attractive, the liquid is said to ‗wet‘ the solid.
The angle of contact made by the liquid surface with the solid is known as the contact angle,
𝜗. For wetting, 𝜗 will lie between 0 and 𝜋/2 rad and for nonwetting liquids, 𝜃 > 𝜋/2.

Figure 3.2 - Wetting and non wetting contact.

The condition for wetting to occur is that the total surface energy is reduced by wetting
𝜍𝑠𝑙 + 𝜍𝑙𝑣 < 𝜍𝑠𝑣 , where the subscripts, 𝑠, 𝑙 and 𝑣 refer to solid, liquid and vapour phases,
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.2a).
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Wetting will not occur if 𝜍𝑠𝑙 + 𝜍𝑙𝑣 > 𝜍𝑠𝑣 as in Figure 3.2c), while the intermediate
condition of partial wetting 𝜍𝑠𝑙 + 𝜍𝑙𝑣 = 𝜍𝑠𝑣 is illustrated in Figure 3.2b).
As discussed in the first chapter both surface tension and wettability are important
properties of working fluids because are responsible of capillary pressure necessary for the
return of condensed liquid at evaporator side. In this chapter surface tension and contact angle
measurements of different liquids, including water/alcohols solutions and innovative selfrewetting brines with relatively low freezing point, have been carried out. Objectives of
researches are:


characterization of water/alcohols solutions;



identification and characterization of new self-rewetting fluids that above a selfrewetting behaviour exhibit a low freezing point suitable for low-temperature
applications.

A comparison between the different working fluid has been carried out considering
different thermo-physically properties of liquids.

3.2 Theory of pedant drop method
The pendant drop method is one of the most convenient and versatile method to measure
interfacial tension of fluids. The method is particularly suitable for high temperature systems
and for systems where equilibrium is established after a long time.
The pendant drop method involves the determination of the profile of a drop of one liquid
suspended in another liquid or fluid at mechanical equilibrium. The profile of a drop of liquid
is determined by the balance between gravity and surface forces. Figure 3.3 show a typical
pedant drop geometry.
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Figure 3.3 - The pendant drop geometry.

The shape drop is related to the Young-Laplace equation that describes the pressure
difference across the liquid-vapour interface to the two main radii of curvatures:

∆𝑝 = 𝜍

1
1
+
𝑅1 𝑅2

(3.1)

where 𝜍 it is the surface tension, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 the two main curvature radii and ∆𝑝 = 𝑝1 − 𝑝2
is the pressure difference across the interface.
In presence of the terrestrial gravitational field, the shape of a drop is deformed respect to
the spherical shape because the hydrostatic pressure inside the liquid decreasing with heigh.
The ratio of hydrostatic pressure is given by Stevino law:
𝑝 = 𝑝0 − 𝜌𝑔𝑧

(3.2)

where 𝑧 is the distance, in vertical direction, measured from the apex of the drop. (while
the variations in the surrounding gas are negligible).
Using the Stevino law the Young-Laplace equation can be written as:
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1
1
+
𝑅1 𝑅2

𝑝01 − 𝑝02 + Δ𝜌𝑔𝑧 = 𝜍

(3.3)

where: Δ𝜌 = 𝜌1 − 𝜌2 is the density difference between the two phases; 𝑝01 and 𝑝02 are the
pressures at the two sides of o a the interface in a reference point.
If the reference point is the drop apex, and if we assume that in this point 𝑅1 = 𝑅2 = 𝑎,
then:
𝑝01 − 𝑝02 =

2𝜍
𝑎

(3.4)

and the Young-Laplace equation reads:

Δ𝜌𝑔𝑧 +

2𝜍
1
1
=𝜍
+
𝑎
𝑅1 𝑅2

(3.5)

Using the coordinate system where 𝑥 and 𝑧 are respectively the horizontal and vertical
coordinates measured from the bottom point of the drop the main curvature can be written in
Cartesian coordinate as [48]:
𝑧=𝑧 𝑥
𝑑𝑠 = ±

𝑑𝑥

2

(3.6)
+ 𝑑𝑧

𝜙 = arctan

2

(3.7)

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

(3.8)
𝑑2 𝑧
𝑑𝑥 2

1
𝑑𝜙
𝑑(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙)
=
=−
=
𝑅1 𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑧
1+

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

3
2 2

(3.9)
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𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

1
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙
=
=
𝑅2
𝑥

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

𝑥 1+

(3.10)

1
2 2

according to Bashforth and Addams [49] the Young-Laplace equation can be rewritten
through an equivalent differential equations system:
𝑑𝑥
= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙
𝑑𝑠

(3.11)

𝑑𝑧
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙
𝑑𝑠

(3.12)

𝑑2 𝑧
𝑑𝑥 2

2𝜍
Δ𝜌𝑔𝑧 +
=𝜍
𝑎
1+

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

3
2 2

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

+

𝑥 1+

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑥

1
2 2

(3.13)

with boundary condition
𝑥 0 =𝑧 0 =𝜙 0 =0
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑠

𝑆=0

= 1;

𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑠

𝑆=0

= 1;

𝑑𝜙
𝑑𝑠

(3.14)
𝑆=0

= 1;

(3.15)

where 𝑠 it is the curvilinear abscissa along the surface of the drop, 𝜙 is the angle between
the tangent to the surface and the horizontal and 𝑎 is the radius of curvature at the bottom of
the drop.
If we consider (3.9) and (3.10), equation (3.13) it can be expressed as:
𝑑𝜙 2 Δ𝜌𝑔𝑧 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙
= +
−
𝑑𝑠 𝑎
𝜍
𝑥

(3.16)
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therefore, if all lengths of the equation are dimensionless with respect to 𝑎, the equation
becomes:
𝑑𝜙
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙
= 2 + 𝛽𝑧 ∗ − ∗
∗
𝑑𝑠
𝑥

(3.17)

where the only parameter 𝛽, is defined as:

𝛽=

Δ𝜌𝑔𝑎2
𝜍

(3.18)


𝛽 is the Bond number, measuring the ratio between the gravitational forces and the surface
tension forces and is responsible of the shape of the drop. When the Bond number is close to
zero, surface tension effects prevail and the drop becomes almost spherical, while for
relatively high Bond number, the drop assumes the typical shape lengthened by the gravity
effect.
For the evaluation of the surface tension the theoretical shape of drop must be compared
with the experimental shape: from this comparison it‘s possible to evaluate the values of 𝛽
and 𝑎. At this point the surface tension is computed as:
Δ𝜌𝑔𝑎2
𝜍=
𝛽

(3.19)

In 1882, Bashforth and Adams derived the theoretical form of a pendant drop and
calculated tables of drop contours. The tables can be used to determine the surface tension by
fitting the experimentally measured drop contour to the theoretical curve. Photographs of the
evolving drop could be taken as a function of time for comparison.
To simplify this procedure, the following empirical relationship was proposed by Andreas
[50]:
𝑔𝐷𝑒 2 Δ𝜌
𝜍=
𝐻

(3.20)
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Where 𝐷𝑒 is the equatorial diameter of drop and 𝐻 is a correction factor which is related to
the shape factor of the pendant drop, 𝑆, defined as:

𝑆=

𝐷𝑆
𝐷𝑒

(3.21)

where 𝐷𝑆 is the drop diameter measured horizontally at a distance 𝐷𝑒 away from apex of
the drop. Unfortunately, the above methods use only few measurements to define the entire
shape of the drop, leading to imprecision in the comparison between the experimental profile
and the numerical solution of the Bashforth and Adams equation.
Recent progress in image analysis and data acquisition systems has made it possible to
obtain a direct digitization of the drop image with the aid of a video frame grabber of digital
camera [51]. The digital signals are analyzed using different algorithms to determine the
interfacial tension from the drop profile.
The pendant drop apparatus and the image processing used in this work are described
below.

3.3 Experimental setup
The experimental setup is based on the Dataphysics OCA 15+ tensiometer [52] and include
the following subsystems (see Figure 3.4):
1) Experimental cell;
2) Tensiometer;
3) Thermal control system;
4) Temperature acquisition system;
5) Personal computer for visualization, acquisition and direct control of experiment;
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Figure 3.4 - Experimental configuration with all subsystems

The experimental cell (inner dimension: 9.5mm*9.5mm*43.5mm) is composed by an
optical glass cell with good optical properties (refractive and dispersion index are very low,
which guarantee a transmission in visible spectrum approximately of 80%), used as container
of liquid and an external structure formed by two copper plates, one below and one above the
glass cell. The plate above is pierced for putting in the needle and the thermocouple.
The tensiometer, provided by Data Physics, include: an electronic injection system, a
background illumination system, a CCD-camera (zoom: 6x; matrix: 752 x 582 ―square
pixels‖; field of view: from 1.31mm x 1.05 mm up to 8.77mm x 6.75 mm), and a thermal
regulated plate (see Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 - Tensiometer OCA15+

The thermal-regulated plate where the experimental cell is located is free to translate in all
three direction for correct alignment between the cell, the digital video camera and the light
background. Thermal control is employed by a system control which use a peltier element to
heating the cell. A peltier‘s side is in contact with the base of the experimental cell while the
other one is cooled by circulating water.
Typically, using electronic injection system a pedant drop is formed, the drop image is
acquired by the CCD camera and the contour is analyzed to infer the surface tension using a
suitable software. High–quality image of the drop is obtained using background illumination
system that allow the possibility to regulate the contrast.
The images are digitized by a frame grabber resident in the computer and are analyzed on
line measuring the interfacial tension in real time during the experiment. Figure 3.6 show a
typical image acquired by the software.
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Figure 3.6 - Graphic interface of SCA20 software control

The whole process of analysis of the drop shape consists of four main steps:
1) the image of the pendant drop is captured and digitalized using a computer with a frame
grabber;
2) the drop contour is extracted to evaluate the radius of curvature at the apex necessary for
the calculation of the surface tension. The contour of the drop is defined by the last pixel with
a gray level higher than the threshold value. In order to evaluate the interfacial tension using
Eq. (3.19) it is necessary to know the radius of curvature at the apex of the drop. In many
works, the value of the radius of curvature at the apex of the drop is taken as the distance
between the apex and the center of the diameter as shown in Figure 3.7 a). In the case of
longer drops as shown in Figure 3.7 b) the values of the radius at the apex are overestimated,
consequently overestimating the values of interfacial tension.
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Figure 3.7 - Evaluation of the radius of curvature at the apex of drop

Once the edge detection has been performed, the symmetry axis of the drop is determined.
The intersection between the drop profile and the symmetry axis is also determined. Circles of
different radiuses are superposed to the maximum number of points around the apex. The
radius of the circle that superposes to the maximum number of points is taken equal as the
radius of curvature of the drop at the apex.
3) smoothing of the extracted contour is carried out using polynomial regression; Details
on the algorithm used are given in ref.
4) the experimental drop shape is compared with theoretical results obtained solving the
Bashforth and Adams equation [49] by a fourth order Runge–Kutta method. The Bashforth
and Adams equation is first solved for a value of 𝛽 approximated by the empirical formula
[54]:

𝛽=

exp
(−6.70905 + 15.30025𝑆 − 16.44709𝑆 2 + 9.92425𝑆 3 − 2.585035𝑆 4

(3.22)

where 𝑆 is the ratio 𝐷𝑒/𝐷𝑠, 𝐷𝑒 is the equatorial diameter of the drop, 𝐷𝑠 is the diameter
measured horizontally at a distance 𝐷𝑒 from the apex of the drop.
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Replacing in the 3.15 the 𝛽 and 𝑎 values it‘s possible to evaluate the surface tension.

3.4 Surface tension measurements
Surface tensions of several fluids, pure liquids and binary mixtures have been evaluated at
different temperatures using the apparatus and technique described in the previous
paragraphs. In particular, solutions with a small concentration of butanol, pentanol, exanol,
heptanol or octanol in water have been investigated. The measurements have been performed
in the temperature range 20–80°C.
In addition, innovative brines (FD-40, FP-40), with or without the addition of small
concentrations of butanol or heptanol have been investigated for their interesting properties.
The first one is a water solution of potassium hydroxide (24%), acetic acid (24%) and other
components (6%), the second brine is a water solution of potassium formate (50%w) and
inhibitors (1%w). Both brines are ecological liquids with freezing point at -40°C; in addition
they are compatible to ordinary metallic materials, such as copper, aluminium et al..
The experimental cell is partially filled with the same liquid, in order to overcome
problems related to possible liquid evaporation at relatively high temperatures. The bottom
wall of the cuvette is heated by thermal control system so that the temperature of the surface
is constant and controlled with an accuracy of 0.1°C in the range 20°C - 100°C during the
experiments.
A thin thermocouples was used to measure the temperature close to the pendant drop
surface. Once achieved the selected temperature as recorded by the thermocouple, the drop
was formed and the surface tension was measured on the basis of the shape detected with a
parallel light background illumination and a digital video camera. Each experiment was
repeated several times. Nearly 10 acquisitions have been done for each selected temperature
and the final value of the surface tension was taken as the average value of all the
experimental data; for each temperature, the maximum deviation was equal to almost 
0.5mN/m. The results of the measurements for both pure liquids and alcohols binary mixtures
are shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8 - Surface tension measurements of pure liquids.

Binary Mixture Alcohol Aqueous Solution
Water-Butanol 5%w
Water-Pentanol 2%w
Water-Hexanol 0,6%w
Water-Heptanol 0,1%w
Water-Octanol 0,05%w
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Figure 3.9 - Surface tension measurements of binary mixtures
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As well known in literature, for all pure liquids analyzed (Ethanol, Water, EG, Heptanol)
the surface tension is an almost linear, decreasing function of the temperature (Figure 3.8).
For aqueous binary mixtures containing long chain alcohols (Figure 3.9), the surface
tension exhibits a non-linear dependence with temperature with a minimum above which the
surface tension increases with temperature. For some solutions the experiments were repeated
many times and the results were systematically confirmed.
Figure 3.10 show the results of water/alcohols solutions normalized with respect to the
values of the surface tension at 20°C.

Binary Mixture Normalized Alcohol Aqueous Solution
Water-Butanol 5%w
Water-Pentanol 2%w
Water-Hexanol 0,6%w
Water-Heptanol 0,1%w
Water-Octanol 0,05%w

Normalized Surface Tension (/0)
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Figure 3.10 - Normalized surface tension measurements of binary mixtures

Typically, the temperature corresponding to the minimum of the surface tension is an
increasing function of the number of Carbon atoms.
Figure 3.11 show results of surface tension measurements for FP40 and FD40 solutions.
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Figure 3.11 - Surface tension measurements of self rewetting brines.

Both FP-40 and FD-40 brines exhibit ordinary surface tension dependence with
temperature (very similar to water); with the addition of heptanol or butanol alcohols (0,2%w
and 5%w respectively) both FP-40 and FD40 brines gives rise to ―self-rewetting brines‖, i.e.
low-freezing point fluids with the same positive surface tension behaviour of water/alcohols
mixtures. In addition, for the self-rewetting brine based on FD40 and butanol, the temperature
of the minimum of surface tension is shifted from 70°c to 20°C with respect to the
water/butanol mixture at the same concentration. Considering FP-40 based brines, the
temperature of the minimum of surface tension is reduced to 20°C. Furthermore, the value of
the surface tension derivative for the self-rewetting brines is higher. This should produce a
relatively stronger reverse Marangoni effect at liquid-vapor interface.
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3.5 Contact Angle Measurements
Contact angles have been measured for the different liquids at room temperature with the
same apparatus used for the surface tension measurements, using the sessile drop method. An
advantage of this technique is that the needle does not remain inside the drop during the
measurement, the drop is produced before the measurement and has a constant volume during
the experiment. This prevents the drop from being distorted (particularly important for small
drops). Contact angle is evaluated form the image of the drop obtained with a CCD camera
with a optical zoom 6x (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12 - Sessile drop method for contact angle measurements

The drop shape and the contact line (baseline) with the solid, are first evaluated by the
software analyzing the grey level values of the image pixels. Then, the found drop shape is
adapted using a mathematical fitting model based on Young-Laplace equation. Therefore, the
contact angle is determined as the slope of the contour line of the drop at the 3-phase contact
point (air, liquid, solid).
In order to have a good reproducibility of the measurements a standard procedure for the
experiments has been defined: the volume of the injected drop is always of 2 l and the
measurements are carried out five seconds after the drop injection in order to reduce
evaporation effects.
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Each experiment was repeated several times. Nearly 15 acquisitions have been done for
each measure and the final value of the contact angle was taken as the average value of all the
experimental data, the maximum deviation was equal to almost ± 1°.
Table 3-1 summarize the results of the measurements for the selected materials and liquid
solutions.
Table 3-1 Contact angle measurements.
Fluids

Contact angle on copper
(°)

Water
Ethanol
FP40
FD40
Water-Heptanol 0,2% wt
Water – Butanol 5% wt
FP40 - Heptanol 0,2% wt
FP40 – Butanol 5% wt
FD40-Heptanol 0,2% wt
FD40 – Butanol 5% wt

80,2
9
62,9
75
58.5°
53.5°
66.8°
58.5°
75
73

Contact angle on
alluminium
(°)
85,6
7
52,6
72
56.4°
50.9°
64.0°
56.4°
72
69

The measurements show that, in general, the addition of a small amount of alcohol, in
particular butanol and heptanol, improves the metal wettability.

3.6 Syntesis
As discussed in the first chapter, self-rewetting fluid exhibit interesting surface tension
properties that, in combination with wetting properties and a relatively low freezing point,
could be properly exploited for heat transfer applications. Selection of the working fluid for
heat transfer applications depends on a number of considerations regarding:
1) the operating temperature range;
2) the compatibility with the materials;
3) the fluid thermophysical properties.
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Fundamental requirements for the liquid are: good thermal stability, good wettability of the
liquid with wick and wall materials, high latent heat, high thermal conductivity, low liquid
and vapor viscosities, high surface tension and acceptable freezing point.
Table 3-2 summarizes different thermophysical properties and some of their combinations
for the several liquids considered in the present study [55]. The most relevant thermo-physical
properties, such thermal conductivity and heat of vaporization have been founded in literature
[56]. Each of these parameters is of particular relevance and represents a figure of merit for
the fluid, when selected as heat transfer fluid in heat pipes. Some properties like surface
tension and thermal conductivity have been evaluated at different temperatures (i.e. 20°C and
80°C).

Table 3-2 Thermophysical properties of self-rewetting fluids.

Fluids

Temperature
range
(°C)

Contact
angle on
copper
(°)

Water

0/100

81

FP-40








88

Waterbutanol

1.3/100.4

53

FP40butanol

56/122

Waterheptanol

0.03/100.01

FP40butanol

55.03/122.01

Butanol
Heptanol

45
45

67
52
62.26

0.603*
0.668**
0.478*
0.525**
0.155*
0.143**
0.161*
0.147**

2.448*
2.309**
1.224*
1.154**
0.716*
0.640**
0.584*
0.522**

11.23*
27.28**
1.45*
3.129**
6.10*
32.58**
2.77*
20.35**

Thermocapillary
driving
force
(m/sK)
-0.173*
-0.490**
-0.095*
-0.238**
-0.031*
-0.196**
-0.011*
-0.100**

0.581*

2.361*

16.88*

-0.176*

0.642**

2.225**

40.41**

+0.179**

0.462*

1.199*

7.57*

+0.033*

0.506**

1.128**

28.54**

+0.622**

0.602*

2.444*

17.01*

-0.026*

0.667**

2.305**

55.16**

+0.663**

0.477*

1.223*

9.93*

+0.118*

0.524**

1.153**

38.01**

+0.908**

Heat of
Thermal
vaporization
conductivity
at 1atm
(W/mK)
(MJ/Kg)

Capillary
driving
force (m/s)

The temperature working range is defined by the freezing and boiling points. The freezing
and boiling temperatures (the latter corresponding to 1 atmosphere pressure) are reported for
the different liquids in Table 3-2. It is evident that pure water or relatively dilute water
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solutions cannot be used in space applications at temperatures below 0°C. Other pure liquids
(e.g. Butanol or Heptanol) exhibit a relatively low freezing point, but rather poor heat transfer
properties, like thermal conductivity and latent heat of vaporization, when compared to water.
Another important property is the contact angle that, in combination with the surface tension,
provides the relative capillary/viscous driving force responsible for the return, to the
evaporator, of the condensate liquid in the wick structure (

 cos 
). In the present case the


contact angles are evaluated with reference to a copper surface.
Finally, in order to consider Marangoni effect, the thermo-capillary driving force, defined
as  T  , has been evaluated. This parameter can be positive or negative depending on the
sign of Marangoni convection (negative in the ordinary case of liquid flow directed from the
hot side to the cold one).
In order to compare the different working fluids at each liquid a score for each parameter
has been assigned, from 1 to 8, 8 being best rank. The final scores are summed over all of the
parameters and the liquid with the highest total score is the ―preferred‖ working fluid (Table
3-3).

Table 3-3 Comparison of the different working fluid
Fluids
Water
FP-40
Butanol
Heptanol
Water-Butanol
FP-40 Butanol
WaterHeptanol
FP-40
Heptanol

Thermal
conductivity

Heat of
vaporization

Capillary
driving force

8
5
1
2
6
3

8
5
2
1
6
3

3
1
5
2
7
4

Thermocapillary
driving force
1
2
3
4
5
7

7

7

8

6

28

4

4

6

8

22

Final score
20

11
9
24
17

Generally, all the self-rewetting fluid have a final score higher in comparison to the base
liquid. In particular, based on the parameters considered in this work, the best working fluid is
the water/heptanol solution, but the freezing point in this case is very close to that of water.
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Self-rewetting brines exhibit also a relatively high score and should be taken into account as
heat transfer fluids for space applications.
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4 On ground activity in view of the MIOsat
mission

4.1 Introduction
In view of the heat pipe MIOsat experiment a number of on-ground activities have been
carried out to show the behaviour of the self rewetting fluid in heat transfer process of heat
pipe. For this scope, a breadboard similar to the flight payload and a filling facility has been
developed at laboratory of DIAS to analyze the thermal performances of wickless and wicked
heat pipe. In particular, a wicked heat pipe has been characterized both numerically and
experimentally and the effect of filling ratio on the thermal performances has been studied.
Preliminary flow visualization of heat pipe filled with different self rewetting fluids has
been carried out using glass capillary. A comparison between ordinary, self rewetting fluid
and self-rewetting brine has been carried out.

4.2 Breadboard for the thermal characterization of heat pipe
In preparation of the MIOsat heat pipe experiment, a dedicated laboratory test bench for
thermal characterization of heat pipe has been developed. The apparatus is similar to the space
payload design described in the second chapter. Figure 4.1a) show the laboratory test bench
[57].
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Figure 4.1 - Laboratory breadboard for thermal test of heat pipe. a) prospective view, b)
extrude view.

The test bench is able to accommodate two heat pipes with a diameter of 8𝑚𝑚 and a
length of 250 𝑚𝑚. According to the space payload design the radiator has been realized using
an aluminum plate. Heat exchange during laboratory test is due both to the natural convection
and thermal radiation. The size of the radiator is the same as in the flight payload; in this case,
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contrary to the space design, the plate has been black painted because there is no need to
reduce the surface absorbance (the white painting foreseen in the space payload will guarantee
a relative high emissivity in the infrared spectrum and a relatively low absorbance in visible
range).
At the evaporator side the pipes are placed between aluminum blocks (length of 30 mm)
held together by screws (see Figure 4.1b)). Cartridge heaters with length 28 mm and diameter
6.25 mm (provided by Watlow) are introduced inside holes and are heated by a power supply.
In order to minimize the heat loss a Plexiglas block has been added to the evaporator and
adiabatic section of the heat pipe.
Four thermocouple (K-type) for every heat pipe has been used to measure the wall
temperature of heat pipes. The thermocouple T1 is located in the center of the evaporator
block and measures the interface temperature between the block and the heat pipe. The
thermocouple T2 is located close to the evaporator at the beginning of the adiabatic region.
The thermocouples T3 and T4 are placed, respectively at the beginning and in the mid of the
condenser.
The temperature signals are monitored and stored by a multiple channels data logger
connected by Ethernet to a work station (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 – Data acquisition system.

The data logger (Keithley Integra 2701) allows the possibility to store the temperature
signals, as well as of the electrical current and voltage provided by the power supply to the
cartridge heaters.
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4.3 Filling procedure
Figure 4.3 shows a sketch of the facility used to fill heat pipes. Each pipe was connected to
a vacuum valve from one side. Preliminary test have been carried out with a manometer on
the other side. The vacuum valve was linked to the circuit connected to the pump. The valve
was welded on the pipe. Several hours after the pipe was evacuated the pressure was still well
below 400 microbar indicating the welding on the valve was successfully.
A precise amount of working fluid was been introduced into the pipe using a syringe and
the pipe closed with the valve V2. The pipe was first set up in vertical configuration and
heated at the evaporator section to boiling the working fluid in order to degassing.
To prevent mass loss and change of composition of the solution, during the evacuation
process the working fluid was frozen using a cooling system. For instance for a water solution
a HAAKE DC50-K50 Refrigerated Circulator with alcohol ethylic as cooling liquid has been
used. Temperature of thermal bath is set to -40°C.

Figure 4.3 - Sketch of the filling facility used to fill heat pipes
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When the fluid was frozen the pipe was evacuated opening the valve V1 and V2.
Typically, a vacuum level down to 400 microbar is employed. Heat pipe was weighted first
and after the filling process to control the working fluid inventory.
The pipe was then pinched on the valve side using a dedicated tool, cut and welded.
Several preliminary test with the manometer connected to the pipe demonstrated that the
pressure level reaming well below 400 microbar after several days, showing that the pinching
and relative process was successfully.

4.4 Numerical simulation of groove heat pipe
In this section a commercial heat pipe for terrestrial applications has been characterized.
The pipe is a copper pipe with a axial groove structure provided by Fujikura Ltd. Figure 4.4
show the geometry of heat pipe considered.

Figure 4.4 - Groove geometry

The groove have a trapezoidal cross section, the main parameter of wick structure are
listed in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1 Groove dimension.
Outside Diameter
Average wall thickness
Bottom wall thickness
Groove Depth
Lead angle
Number of Grooves
Apex angle

D(mm)
T(mm)
ｔ（mm)
h（mm)
ｘ（°）
n(-)
γ（°）

8
0,44
0,4
0,075
0
75
5

The wicked heat pipe has been modeled both analytically and numerically using model
proposed in literature.

4.4.1 Analytic model
An analytical model has been employed to investigate the performance of heat pipe using
water as working fluid. The model has been used to determine the limits of heat transport
capacity, which expresses the thermal performance of heat pipes. The model is defined in
terms of the physical shape of the heat pipes and evaluates the limits of heat transport capacity
as functions of the properties of the working fluid used and the inclination angle 𝜓.
The capillarity limit has been evaluated according to the relationship:
Δpc
where Δpc

m

m

= Δpv + Δpl + Δp⊥ + Δp∥

(4.1)

is the maximum capillary pressure difference generated within capillary

wicking structure, Δpv and Δpl are the sum of inertial and viscous pressure drops occurring in
vapor and liquid phase respectively and Δp⊥ = ρl gdv cosψ and Δp∥ = ρl gLsinψ are the
normal and axial hydrostatic pressure drop (ρl is density of liquid, dv and L the length of heat
pipe).
For a groove geometry the maximum capillary pressure difference is given by the YoungLaplace equation:

Δpc

m

=

2σ
ω

4.2
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where 𝜔 is the groove width (see Figure 4.4). The inertial and viscous pressure drops
occurring in vapor and liquid phase has been evaluated trough a model proposed in Ref [58]:

Δpv =

C(fv Rev )μv
2

2 rh,v Av ρv λ

Δpl =

Leff q

μl
L q
KAw λρl eff

(4.3)

(4.4)

where rh,v is the hydraulic radius of vapor space, C is a constant that depend on Mach
Number, μv μl ρv ρl are respectively dynamic viscosity and density of vapor and liquid phase,
Leff = LEvaporator /2 + LAdiabatic + LCondenser /2 is the effective length, Aw the wick area, λ
the latent heat of vaporization and, K the permeability of wick structure and q the hat flux.
Sonic, entrainment and boiling limit has been obtained by model proposed in ref. (4). The
main heat transfer limitations analyzed are:


Boiling Limit- occurs when the radial heat flux into the heat pipe causes the

liquid in the wick to boil and evaporate causing dry-out.


Entrainment Limit- at high vapor velocities, droplets of liquid in the wick are

torn from the wick and sent into the vapor. Results in dry-out.


Sonic limit- occurs when the vapor velocity reaches sonic speed at the

evaporator and any increase in pressure difference will not speed up the flow; like
choked flow in converging-diverging nozzle. Usually occurs during startup of heat
pipe.
Figure 4.5 show the operative limit of heat pipe system (Figure 4.5a)) and the operative
region of heat pipe (Figure 4.5c)).
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Figure 4.5 – a) operative limit of heat pipe b) operative region due to the capillary limit.
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The main limit is the capillary limit (Figure 4.5a)). Depending on the operative
temperature of the heat pipe the capillary limit can occur at different input power voltage
Figure 4.5b)) defining the operative region of heat pipe.

4.4.2 Numerical simulation
Transient numerical simulation has been carried out to better investigate the behaviour of
groove heat pipe using a model proposed in literature [59]. Figure 4.6 show a sketch of
numerical model used for the simulation.

Figure 4.6 - Sketch for the groove heat pipe used for the numerical simulation.

Heat pipe has been modeled using an axial-symmetric model with a lateral wall, a vapor
zone and a wick structure modeled as a porous material. The geometry is the same used for
the analytical model (see Figure 4.4). The computational domain consist of vapor core, the
wick and the walls of the heat pipe (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7 - Geometrical model of groove heat pipe.

Due to the little dimension of wick structure the grid has been refined at liquid-vapour
interface to improvement the resolution. The liquid vapor interface is assumed to be
coincident with the interface between the vapor core and the wick. Thus, the computation
assume that there is sufficient capillary head to pull the free surface to the vapor/wick
interface. Flow, temperature, and pressure fields are computed under this assumption and are
evaluated ―a posteriori” for consistency.
Figure 4.8 show the temperature distribution at steady state conditions for a power input of
10 W.

Figure 4.8 - Temperature distribution of liquid and vapor at steady state condition.

Figure 4.9a) show the transient operative and temperature pressure of vapour.
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Figure 4.9 - Transient variation of the pressure and temperature vapour.
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Figure 4.9b) show the transient and steady state value of pressure loss in liquid and vapor
phase. Numerical simulation has been repeated until the maximum capillary pressure inside
the groove reach the sum of liquid and vapour pressure loss, i.e. dry-out condition. Results
show that dry-out conditions are established for a power input of 13Watt.

4.4.3 Experimental result
Thermal test has been carried out using the apparatus described in the previous paragraphs
for a filling ratio (i.e. the ratio between liquid and total pipe volume) of 4%. During each test
a prescribed electrical power is supplied to the cartridge heaters, providing the initial input
voltage and therefore the initial power to the different heat pipes. During this phase the
voltage, current and the thermocouples signals are continuously detected and shown in form
of charts on the laptop monitor. At this point in the tests, it took approximately 20 minutes to
reach steady state. Once the steady-state condition had been reached, the temperature
distribution along the heat pipe is measured and recorded, along with the other experimental
parameters. The power input is then increased incrementally, and the process repeated until
dryout occurs as determined by rapid spikes in the evaporator thermocouple farthest from the
condenser. Once dryout was reached, the temperature difference between the evaporator and
condenser rapidly increases.
In addition, thermal test has been carried out at different filling ratio. Research pointed out
to investigate the effect of filling ratio on the thermal performances of groove heat pipe. The
thermal resistance has been defined as 𝑅 = Δ𝑇 𝑄 ,

with Δ𝑇 the temperature difference

between the average temperatures at the evaporation region and at the condensation region,
respectively, and Q the thermal input, i.e. the electric power provided by the cartiridge
heaters. Experimental result are show Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 - Comparison between experimental, numerical and analytical result. a) capillary
limit of heat pipe system, b) thermal resistance at different filling ratio.
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Figure 4.10a) show a comparison between analytic model, numerical model and
experimental result for the grove heat pipe filled with a filling ratio of 4%. Experimental dryout has been reached at a power input of 13Watt. Experimental results are in good agreement
with the numerical result. The discrepancy with the analytical prediction is due to errors
arising from approximations of the model and the introduction of effective length, which,
reducing the viscous losses, extended the capillary limit.
Figure 4.10b) show the thermal resistance for heat pipe with different filling ratio. Result
show that the dry-out limit increase with filling ratio, so based on the range power where the
heat pipe must operate is possible to select the filling ratio. This is important because range
power for heat pipe experiment is 0/40W.

4.5 A comparative study of different working fluid
A comparison between different fluids including aqueous alcoholic solutions and
multicomponent brines have been investigated as candidate working for heat pipes for space
applications. Preliminary flow visualization has been carried out using capillary glass tube.
The goal of this experimental session was to analyze the heat transfer characteristics
associated with the particular Marangoni flow expected for the self-rewetting solution and
self-rewetting brine and to compare the results with pure fluids, using a preliminary
configuration. Then thermal characterization of copper heat pipe filled with ordinary and selrewetting solution has been carried out using.

4.5.1 Flow visualization in glass capillary
Preliminary flow visualization experiments have been performed with glass capillary tubes
with inner diameter 5mm, outer diameter 8mm and length 160mm [60]. The capillaries were
partially filled with different working fluids. The filling ratio (i.e. the ratio between liquid and
total pipe volume) was 30%. In order to establish a surface temperature gradient, the glass
pipe was heated up with a thin copper wire, connected to a power supply, wrapped around the
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outer surface for a length of 6 cm. The input power was in the range 10W-30W. The system
was investigated in the vertical and horizontal configuration and at different inclinations with
respect to the gravity vector, without additional cooling units (the only mechanism for heat
transfer at the cold side of the pipe was radiation and natural convection)
The diagnostic system included an infrared thermal camera (Flir Thermacam SC3000) to
detect the surface temperature distributions at the different experimental conditions and a
CCD camera with a frame grabber, which allows to store digital images in a computer.
Preliminary experiments have been carried out with water and binary self-rewetting fluids.
Furthermore, the same configurations have been investigated with FP-40 brines and selfrewetting brines.
Figure 4.11 show the different boiling behaviour of heat pipes filled with water and with
self-rewetting fluid, when the capillaries are in the vertical, gravity-assisted, configuration.

Figure 4.11 - Boiling behaviour of heat pipes filled with water and with self-rewetting fluid in
vertical configuration. Input power 18W.
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For the heat pipe filled with pure water there is more liquid in the condensation region and
less liquid in the evaporation region in comparison to the heat pipe filled with self-rewetting
fluid. No significant differences are evident in the merging behavior of vapour slugs.
However, although the nucleation site (position and density) is different, for the self-rewetting
liquid the size of vapour slugs, generated at the heating region, is much smaller in comparison
to water. In this case a very wavy interface of the vapour slugs can be observed in the
condensation region of the heat pipes filled with self-rewetting fluids, which implies a very
strong liquid downward flow. Similar considerations apply to the case of heat pipes inclined
45° with respect to the gravity direction (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.12 - Slug boiling behaviour in water 𝜶 = 𝟒𝟓°. Input power 18W.

Figure 4.13 - Slug boiling behaviour in self-rewetting fluid 𝜶 = 𝟒𝟓°. Input power 18W.

When the heat pipes are in the horizontal configuration dry-out conditions are established
in the evaporator of the capillary filled with pure water (see Figure 4.14). On the contrary, the
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heat pipe filled with self-rewetting liquid still continues to operate (Figure 4.15), slug vapour
bubbles are continuously generated and move from left to right toward the condenser, where
the condensed liquid is spontaneously supplied at the evaporator. As in the case of Figure
4.14, the interface of the vapour slugs is very wavy, which implies a strong shear stress
between vapour and liquid film around the slug.

Figure 4.14 - Dry-out behaviour in water (horizontal). Input power 18W.

Figure 4.15 - Slug boiling behaviour in self-rewetting fluid (horizontal configuration). Input
power 18W.

The thermal performances of the wickless heat pipes have been evaluated by means of the
IR thermocamera, measuring the surface temperature distributions along the cylindrical wall
of each capillary. The results are summarized in Table 4-2. The thermal resistance, for the
wickless heat pipe containing pure water, is higher than in the heat pipe filled with selfrewetting fluid. In particular in the horizontal configuration, the wickless heat pipe filled with
water exhibits a higher temperature at the evaporator and a relatively lower temperature at the
condenser and its thermal resistance becomes very large.
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Table 4-2 Thermal resistance of glass wickless heat pipe. Input power 18W
Inclination
Vertical (𝜓 = 90°)
Inclined (𝜓 = 45°)
Slightly inclined
(𝜓 = 5°)
Horizontal (𝜓 = 0°)

Liquid
Water
Self-rewetting fluid
Water
Self-rewetting fluid
Water
Self-rewetting fluid
Water
Self-rewetting fluid

Evaporator
Temperature
(°C)
137
130
143
135
155
146
205
156

Condenser
temperature
(°C)
113
118
103
105
88
101
70
101

Thermal
resistance
(°K/W)
1.3
0.66
2.2
1.66
3.7
2.5
7.5
3

A very similar behaviour was found for pure brines and self-rewetting brines. Typical
examples are shown in Figure 4.16 for the capillaries filled with FP-40 and FP-40/heptanol,
already show in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.16 - Digital and thermographic images of glass capillary in horizontal configuration
filled with pure FP-40 (a) and with self-rewetting brine FP-40/heptanol solution (b). Input
power 18W.

The thermal resistance, for the heat pipe containing the pure brine is typically higher than
in the heat pipe filled with self-rewetting brine. In particular, the heat pipe filled with FP-40
exhibits a very large temperature at the evaporator and a relatively smaller temperature at the
condenser and its thermal resistance is growing in time due to dry-out at the evaporator.
The thermal image confirms that, due to the absence of liquid at the evaporator section, the
temperature at evaporator increases and simultaneously the temperature at the opposite side
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decreases. When the glass capillary is filled with self-rewetting brine, at the same input
power, the temperature difference along the heat pipe axis is much lower. A comparison
between self-rewetting fluids and self-rewetting brine is summarized in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3 Thermal resistance of glass wickless heat pipe. Horizontal configuration. Input
power 18W.
Liquid
Water
Self-rewetting fluid
FP-40
Self-rewetting brine

Evaporator
Temperature (°C)
205
156
250
160

Condenser
temperature (°C)
70
101
50
100

Thermal
resistance (°C/W)
7,5
3
11,1
3,3

Generally the thermal resistance, for the glass wickless heat pipe containing pure liquid, is
higher than in the heat pipe filled with self-rewetting fluid. The preliminary result show that
in wickless glass heat pipe self-rewetting-brine show the same behaviour of self rewetting
fluid but with a high value of thermal resistance.

4.5.2 Thermal characterization of copper wickless heat pipe
A comparison between pure liquids (water), self-rewetting fluid and self-rewetting brine in
a configuration quite similar to the flight payload has been carried out using BARE copper
heat pipe and the test bench described in the previous paragraphs. The filling ratio in this case
is 40%. The test bench is set in horizontal configuration.
Thermographic image in Figure 4.17 show the dry-out condition of the water heat pipe
(top) and the good performances of heat pipes filled with self-rewetting fluid (down) and selfrewetting brine (centre) for a power input of 20 Watt.
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Figure 4.17 - Thermographical image of copper wickless heat pipes with alluminum radiators
filled water (top), self-rewetting brine (centre) and self-rewetting fluid (down).

At the same input power voltage the temperature at evaporator side in the case of water is
very high in comparison to the self-rewetting fluid and self rewetting brine. This is due to the
dry-out condition for the heat pipe filled with water.

Contrary, for both self-rewetting

solution the heat supplied to the evaporator section is correctly transferred to the condenser
side.
Table 4-4 summarizes the values of the thermal resistance and the maximum temperature
(T max) at the evaporator section for water, self-rewetting fluid (water/butanol solution) and
self-rewetting brine (FP40/butanol solution), at different power input.

Table 4-4 Thermal resistance of heat pipe filled with water, self-rewetting fluid, and selfreetting brine.

Q (W)
10
20
30
35
40

Water

Selfrewetting
fluid

Thermal
resistance
(K/W)
5
>5 Dry-out
-

Thermal
resistance
(K/W)
0.52
0.43
0.41
0.35
Dry-out

T max (°C)
109
>160
-

Selfrewetting
brine

T
max (°C)
63
86.2
114.6
126.3
>166.4

Thermal
resistance
(K/W)
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.73
0.81

T
Max (°C)
67.3
93.7
127.1
146.3
165
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The heat pipe filled with water and self-rewetting fluid exhibits dry-out condition for a
power value of 20 Watt and 35 Watt respectively. Heat pipe with self-rewetting brine,
although exhibit higher value of thermal resistance compared to the pipe filled with selfrewetting fluid, do not reach the dry-out even for an input power of 40 W.

4.6 Conclusion
Different fluids including aqueous alcoholic solutions and multicomponent brines have
been investigated as candidate working fluids for heat pipes for space applications. The flow
visualization experiment performed with these liquid mixtures in different configuration have
pointed out that pool thermal performances can be obtained using heat pipes filled with
innovative self-rewetting fluids.
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5 Marangoni convection in a shallow cell

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, laboratory and numerical activities has been carried out to study the
behaviour of thin liquid layers in the presence of horizontal thermal gradients. The liquids
investigated exhibit different surface tension behaviour, i.e. usual decreasing surface tension
with temperature or unusual surface tension behaviour, increasing with temperature (as for
some water-alcohol solutions).
Experiments have been carried out in collaboration between the Microgravity Advanced
Research and Support (MARS) Center and Microgravity Research Center of Universitè Libre
de Brussels (MRC-ULB).

5.2 Experimental setup
Reverse Marangoni flow of water/alcohols solutions has been investigated in past both in
microgravity [61] and on ground [62] condition. Results show that the surface motions going
from a cold region to a hot region for temperatures higher than that of the minimum of the
static surface tension.
As discussed in the present work, due to the evaporation–condensation phenomenon, both
thermo-capillary and solutal Marangoni effect are responsible of these surface motion. In fact,
any imposed temperature difference across a liquid-vapour interface creates a surface
concentration gradient. Alcohol evaporates in the hot region of the surface and condenses in
the cold one (27). The inversion of the Marangoni flow on the surfaces of water/alcohols
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systems was observed for temperatures lower than that of the static surface tension minimum
with a radial temperature gradient in a cylindrical geometry [63-64] and in an apparatus where
motions can be assumed bi-dimensional [65]. In addition, it has been shown theoretically [66]
and experimentally [67] that alcohol evaporation increases the surface tension. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that alcohol condensation has nearly the opposite effect. The solutal
Marangoni effect, due to gradient concentration, can play a role in the reverse Marangoni
flow in water/alcohols system but nevertheless has been investigated experimentally.
In this chapter reverse Marangoni flow has been investigated using a shallow cell. The cell
has been designed to favor bi-dimensional flow and present a configuration close to heat
transfer applications. The cell is a transparent optical quartz cuvette (external dimension: 12,5
mm, 3 mm, 45 mm and internal dimension: 10 mm, 1 mm, 39 mm) and present a
configuration close to heat transfer applications (see Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 - Sketch of shallow cell used for the experiments.

Two opposite side of the cell are set at different temperature using an electrical nickelchrome wire wrapped around the cell.
The target of the experiment was to observe the Marangoni flow at liquid-vapor interface.
Flow visualization has been obtained using optical diagnostic systems. In particular, in order
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to analyze the velocity field, preliminary experiments have been carried out adding tracer
particles at the liquid and then a Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been used to measure the
index of refraction variation of liquid.
The hotter end was chosen in order to confirm the existence of a surface tension driven
flow directed toward the cold instead of the hot side in the case of self-rewetting solutions and
analyze, by the index of refraction measurements, the existence of a solutal Marangoni effect
for the water alcohols solutions.
The liquid investigate are listed in Table 5-1 with the classification based on the surface
tension behaviour and the temperature of hot and cold side.

Table 5-1 Liquid used in the experiment.
T_cold

T_hot

(°C)

(°C)

Ordinary

40

60

Water

Ordinary

40

60

Water-heptanol

Self-rewetting

40

60

Water-butanol

Self-rewetting

70

80

Fluids

Classification

Ethanol

Two self-rewetting fluids have been investigated. The hotter end was fixed at 60 °𝐶 while
the colder end at 40 °𝐶 for the water/heptanol solution and 70 °𝐶 and 80 °𝐶 for the
water/butanol solution. These temperatures have been fixed after realizing that for the
solution investigated, the minimum temperature at which the surface tension gradient starts to
have a positive slope is near 40 °C for water/heptanol and near 70°C for water/butanol.
For pure liquids, in order to have a comparison between ordinary and reverse Marangoni
flow the same temperature of water/heptanol has been used.

5.3 Flow visualization
The target of the experiments was to observe the velocity field of thin liquid layer subject
to a horizontal thermal gradient.
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A parallel background illumination has been used to illuminate tracer particles of glass
powder (diameter 10 𝜇𝑚, density 450 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 ) inside the test liquid, while a CCD camera
recorded the tracers movements. Figure 5.2 show an example of particles tracked for the
ethanol case.

Figure 5.2 - Tracks of aluminum particles seeded in the fluid.

To have a qualitative idea of flow inside the liquid, small video clips were recorded and
then analyzed monitoring the history of tracers inside the images.
Results of flow visualization are:
1) both self-rewetting solutions have show a self-rewetting behaviour, i.e. liquid at
interface direct towards the hot side;
2) pure liquids, i.e. ethanol and water has show ordinary Marangoni flow direct towards
the cold side;
3) a low velocity at interface has been observed for water.
In the next paragraphs the same experiments will be carried out using optical
interferometry.
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5.4 Mach Zehnder interferometry
A dedicated mach zehnder interferometer has been developed at MARS center laboratory
to measure the index of refraction variation of the different liquids at the same configuration
described in the previous paragraphs.
The system allow the possibility to use two-color. Two color interferometry is capable of
separating two quantities from the cumulative interference data. Basically two interferograms
under identical conditions but with different wavelengths are obtained. At each point, these
fringes yield cumulative refractive index information. However, for binary mixtures, the
refractive index can be a function of temperature and concentration. Having two independent
relationships, the two quantities can be separated. Figure 5.3 show a view of the optical
bench.

Figure 5.3 - View of two-color mach zender setup developed at MARS laboratory.

Figure 5.4 show the scheme of optical set-up.
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Figure 5.4 - Mach-Zehnder experimental set-up

The He-Ne laser beam (𝜆𝑅𝐸𝐷 = 633.3𝑛𝑚) is expanded and cleaned using a spatial filter,
towards a beam splitter, which splits it into a reference beam and an object beam. The
reference beam passes through the ambient air while the object passes through the test cell.
Finally, the two beams are recombined by a second beam splitter and imaged on a CCD
camera by a Micro-Nikor objective with a focal length of 20𝑚𝑚. Due to refractive index
differences inside the cell, the optical paths of the two beams are different and an interference
pattern is recorded. A second laser beam (𝜆𝐵𝐿𝑈𝐸 = 488𝑛𝑚) is directed towards the beam
expander using a beam splitter mounted above the spatial filter, in this way the optical path of
the two laser beam are the same.
The entire interferometer is mounted on an optical table to isolate the system from
environmental vibration.
The experimental procedure includes the following steps:
1) a liquid layer of 1mm is established inside the cell;
2) when the temperature is constant (equal to the ambient temperature) a reference image is
detected;
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3) a temperature gradient is established (typically the left wall is set at 40°C and the right
wall at 60°C);
4) the interference fringes are detected during the transient period until steady state
conditions are established.
Figure 5.5 shows an example of the change in interference pattern at reference and steady
state conditions.

Figure 5.5 - Change in interference pattern at initial and steady state condition.

The change in refractive index evaluated by difference between the initial and steady state
condition after a post-processing of image.

5.4.1 Index of refraction measurements
Measurements of index of refraction for water alcohols solutions have been carried out at
sodium D-line wavelength (𝜆𝐷 = 589.3𝑛𝑚) using an Abbe Refractometers. The systems
allow the possibility to measure the index of refraction with an accuracy of ±0.0002 at
different concentration and different temperature using a water circulation system.
Experimental results are show in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 - Refractive index measurements. a) water/heptanol, b) water/butanol.
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Figure 5.6 a) show the index variation for water and water/heptanol solution. In this case
the refractive index is the same of water so the index of refraction is function only of
temperature. This is due to low solubility of heptanol in water.
For water butanol solution the refractive index has been measured at different
concentration of butanol in water (Figure 5.6 b)). The refractive index is function of both the
temperature and concentration. So, in order to retrieval information with interferometer, is
necessary to use two leaser with two different wavelength.

5.4.2 Data processing
An image processing program has been developed to extract the variations of the refractive
index from the interference pattern. The method, based on the two-dimensional Fourier
Transform, is described in Ref. [71]. The carrier phase component can be removed in the
frequency domain via a spectrum shift. The center of fundamental frequency component is
shifted to the center of the frequency spectrum shifting by – 𝑓𝑥 in the 𝑥 direction and – 𝑓𝑦 in
the 𝑦 direction. An inverse Fourier transform of the shifted spectrum would produce a phase
distribution without the carrier phase component.
The routine employed involves the following steps (see Figure 5.7):
1) performing a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the interferogram;
2) applying a filter operation;
3) performing a frequency shift in the Fourier transform plane, so that the data is located
around zero frequency;
4) performing a two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform;
5) determining the phase by evaluating the arctangent of the ratio of the imaginary and real
parts of the inverse transform:

∆𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝐼𝑚
𝑅𝑒

(1.1)
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Figure 5.7 - Routine employed to retrieval the phase by the fringe pattern using FFT.

Finally, the phase variation can be evaluated by the difference between the phase at
stationary condition and the initial phase (see Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8 - Unwrapped phase between steady-state and initial condition.
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5.4.3 Laboratory results
Experiments for pure liquids and water/heptanol solution has been carried out using only
red color. Figure 5.9 show unwrapped iso-phase image detected for ethanol, water and
water/heptanol solution.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 5.9 - Unwrapped phase for pure liquid and water heptanol solution. a) ethanol, b)
water, c) water-heptanol.

In this case, phase variation is proportional to the index of refraction variation that depend
on the temperature (𝑛 = 𝑛(𝑇)). For the water/heptanol solution the variation of refractive
index due to the concentration has been neglected for the low solubility of heptanol in water.
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The change in refractive index ∆𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) was calculated by the relationship between the
phase difference ∆𝜙 and ∆𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) [72]:
∆𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑑
2𝜋 = Δ𝜙 𝑥, 𝑦
𝜆𝑅𝐸𝐷

∆𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 =

(5.2)

Δ𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦)𝜆𝑅𝐸𝐷
2𝜋𝑑

(5.3)

𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑛0 + ∆𝑛 𝑥, 𝑦

(5.4)

where 𝑑 = 1𝑚𝑚 is the size of the cell.
The phase variation Δ𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦) has been obtained unwrapping the iso-phase image using a
quality-guided path unwrapping algorithm [73].
Data for refractive index as a function of temperature was founded in literature and are
listed in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2 Coefficient of refractive index with temperature
Liquids
Ethanol
Water
Water-heptanol

𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑇
0,0002
0,0001
0,0001

Figure 5.10 show the temperature map retrieval by the post processing process. Figure
5.10a) show the isothermal for the ethanol case. The deformation of isothermal towards the
cold side indicate a strong liquid in flow at interface direct from the hot side to the cold side
due to the thermo-capillary effect (Ordinary Marangoni flow). The same experiment has been
repeated with water. The result show that the thermo-capillary effect is null, the slow
convection at interface is due to a buoyancy effect Figure 5.10b).
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Figure 5.10 - Temperature map. a) ethanol, b) water, c)water/heptanol mixture

Figure 5.10c) show the results obtained when ―inverse‖ Marangoni flow, due to the
positive surface tension derivative with temperature, is superimposed to natural convection. In
particular, the surface velocity, direct from the cold (left) towards the warm (right) side is
responsible for an evident deformation of isothermal close to the liquid-vapor interface.
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5.5 Numerical simulation
Numerical simulation has been carried out to better interpret the experimental result.
Figure 5.11 show the geometric model used. In this case three-dimensional simulations have
been carried out.

Figure 5.11 - Geometric model of quartz cuvette.

The theoretical model for this problem, involving a two-phase flow with a liquid–vapor
interface, is based on the solution of the continuity, Navier–Stokes and energy equations for a
viscous incompressible liquid; the boundary conditions at the liquid–vapor interface are the
continuity of the mass flux and the surface balance equation of tangential momentum. The
interface tension at interface generates a velocity at the interface and is balanced by tangential
viscosity forces. The equilibrium condition at interface, indicate by subscripts ―1‖ and ―2‖
(the two fluids at the two sides of the interface shown in the Figure 5.12), reads:

 S  2

V
V
 1
n 2
n

(5.4)
1
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where 𝜍 is the surface tension, 𝜇1 and 𝜇2 are the viscosity at liquid and vapor interface, 𝑉
the interface velocity, and 𝑛 the versor normal at interface.

Figure 5.12 - Scheme of air-liquid interface.

The shear stress at liquid-vapor interface have been implemented through user-defined
functions (UDFs). The value of the surface tension derivative in the case of ethanol and
water/heptanol solution has been evaluated by the surface tension measurements and are listed
in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3 Surface tension derivative used in the numerical simulation.
Liquids
Ethanol
Water
Water-heptanol

𝑁
𝑚𝐾
-8e-5
0
9,6e-5

𝜍𝑇

For the water – heptanol solution a medium value between 40/60°C has been considerate.
In the case of pure water, due to the high contamination of water, the Marangoni effect is null.
The above figure show the result of the numerical simulation for the liquid analyzed (Figure
5.13-Figure 5.15).
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a)

b)
Figure 5.13 – Numerical results of Marangoni flow – Ethanol. a) Velocity profile, b)
temperature map
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Figure 5.14 - Numerical results of Marangoni flow – Water. a) Velocity profile, b)
Temperature map
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Figure 5.15 - Numerical results of Marangoni flow – Water/heptanol. a) Velocity profile, b)
Temperature map.
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Numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental results obtained with the
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see Figure 5.10). Figure 5.16 show a comparison between the
velocity profile of ordinary and self-rewetting fluid obtained by the numerical simulation.

Velocity profile (m/s)
Water/heptanol
Water
Ethanol
0.003

Position (m)

0.002

0.001

0
-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

X Velocity (m/s)

0.02

0.03

Figure 5.16 - Comparison between the three different case

For self-rewetting fluid, contrary to the ordinary liquid, the reverse Marangoni flow at
liquid-vapour interface spontaneously driven liquid to the hot side of the cell.
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5.6 Two-wavelength Mach Zehnder interferometer: water butanol case
As discussed in the introduction self-rewetting fluids are particular solutions that over an
anomalous behaviour of surface tension with temperature show a positive effect due to a
gradient concentration along the liquid-vapour interface. To investigate this effect a
water/butanol solution (5%wt) has been investigated using two-color Mach-Zehnder system.
Figure 5.17 show the unwrapped iso-phase image acquired during the experiment at two
different wavelength.

a)

b)
Figure 5.17 - Unwrapped iso-phase for water/butanol solution. a) 𝝀𝑹𝑬𝑫 = 𝟔𝟑𝟑. 𝟑𝒏𝒎, b)
𝝀𝑩𝑳𝑼𝑬 = 𝟒𝟖𝟖𝒏𝒎

Also in this case the distortion of iso-phase toward the hot side show a reverse Marangoni
flow at liquid-vapour interface. For practical application, two-color interferometry assumed
linear refractive index variation against temperature and concentration [74]. The variation of
index at two different wavelength are given by the relationship:

2dRED
 n 
 n 
 c  c   T  T  

 RED
  RED
RED

2dBLUE
 n 
 n 
c  
T 

 c  BLUE
BLUE
 T  BLUE

(5.5)
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The value of the coefficient of refractive index with mass fraction and temperature at two
wavelength has been provided by Prof. Tanaka of Shibaura Institute of Technology and are
listed in Table 5-3.

Table 5-4 Coefficient of refractive index with mass fraction and temperature.
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑇 𝑅𝐸𝐷
0,000909

𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑐 𝑅𝐸𝐷
-0.000141

𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑇 𝐵𝐿𝑈𝐸
0.000837

𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑐 𝐵𝐿𝑈𝐸
-0.000159

Figure 5.18 show the temperature and concentration map obtained by the iso-phase.

Figure 5.18 - Temperature and map concentration for water butanol solution.
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A thermo-capillary and solutal effect, due to evaporation-condensation process is
established between cold and hot side of the experimental cell. So, the experiment highlighted
the self-rewetting behaviour of self-rewetting fluid.
To quantify the two effect separately the temperature and concentration profile at liquidvapour interface have been evaluated (see Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20).
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Figure 5.19 - Distribution of liquid surface temperature for water butanol mixture.
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Figure 5.20 - Distribution of liquid surface concentration.

A thermal gradient of 10𝐾 and a concentration gradient of 1.2% have been founded. In the
Table 5-5 the thermo-capillary effect and solutal Marangoni effect have been analyzed
separately. The surface tension derivative for water self rewetting fluid has been evaluated by
surface tension measurements. A positive mixtures has been considered, in this case the value
has been founded in literature.

Table 5-5 Comparison between different self-rewetting solutions and self-rewetting brine.
Liquids

Classification

Water-Butanol (5%wt)
FP40 – Butanol (5%wt)
Water-Ethanol

Self-rewetting
Self-rewetting
Positive Mixtures

T

T  dyne 


x  cm 2 
0,67
4,52
-1,18

* has been hypothesized that the value are the same of water-butanol case
** from literature.

c

c  dyne 


x  cm 2 
1,3
1,3*
0,9**
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In this configuration, thermo-capillary and solutal Marangoni effect for water/butanol
solution are comparable and both give a positive contribute to the reverse Marangoni flow.
Positive mixtures, already proposed as working fluids for heat pipe applications show a
thermo-capillary effect that is high on comparison to solutal effect. So, this mixture cannot be
used as working fluid for heat transfer application because, similar to ordinary liquids,
thermo-capillary effect is negative.
In addition, improvement in self-rewetting behaviour can be avoid using self-rewetting
brines. For this mixture the thermo-capillary effect is 4/5 times higher then the water/alcohols
solution.
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6 Conclusion and future research
The main objective of this work was to show the benefit of self-rewetting fluids in heat
transfer device like heat pipe systems. Contrary to the ordinary working fluid, self-rewetting
fluid show a reverse Marangoni flow at liquid-vapour interface that driven the liquid towards
hot side. A number of different self-rewetting have been investigated and characterized trough
extensive laboratory activities.
The main results include temperature and concentration distribution measurements by
optical interferometric system for the water/alcohol solution; the results are original because
highlighted self-rewetting behavior of such solutions and for the first time thermal and
concentration effect has been simultaneous investigated.
In addition:


new self-rewetting fluids with low freezing point have been identified and
characterized;



better thermal performances have been obtained for heat pipe filled with new selfrewetting fluids;



the architecture of a flight payload, dedicated to the study of heat pipe filled with
self-rewetting fluids in microgravity environment, has been defined.

The results on the surface tension behaviour of brine containing a small amount of
Heptanol or Butanol may open new horizons towards more efficient heat transfer devices for
different applications.
Future research regarding the use of suspension nanoparticle in self-rewetting fluids.
Nanofluids are a new class of solid-liquid composite materials consisting of solid particles,
with size typically in the order of 1-100nm, suspended in a heat transfer fluid. Nanofluids
have attracted interest from scientific community owing to their greatly enhanced thermal
proprieties [75].
More recently, study have show that is possible to realize self-rewetting nanofluids [7677], i.e suspension of nanoparticles in self-rewetting fluid. This fluids can further improve the
thermal performances of heat pipe systems.
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